
Shining On*
The newsletter of Ulysses Club GB (UCGB)

Issue 84: Spring 2023

*How dull it is to pause, to make an end. To rust unburnish’d, not to shine in use! From Ulysses by Alfred, Lord Tennyson

Editorial

I’m sitting at my desk looking out at the garden as usual while I write, and although it’s grey it’s very mild,

the Robin is singing from the top of the silver birch, the tits are nipping at the swelling buds, and I’ve

seen my first daffodils and cherry blossom. Spring is definitely on the way - I’ve dusted the cobwebs off

the bikes, put them on charge and pumped the tyres up, and actually (gasp) been for a ride! For boring

reasons I haven’t ridden for more than 3 months, the longest I’ve ever gone without I think, so I’ve been

suffering from severe Parked Motorcycle Syndrome. Last week the sun came out to play and I rode the

Enfield out to Dunster Castle on the north Somerset coast, up the folded twisties to Wheddon Cross on

the top of Exmoor, down to check out Wimbleball Lake for the AGM, then home via my favourite gently

winding dry empty B road. Bliss!

Somehow I blinked and missed January. We had a busy start to the year with a certain person’s big

Lucky Zero birthday bash in a local hotel, then a few days later we were off on a cruise to celebrate the

same on the humongous P&O Iona, to the Canaries and Portugal. My first cruise, and I liked it well

enough that it won’t be my last (I fancy the Arvia around the Med next). We got back to a new kitchen,

plus a lot of grit and dust and a chaotic heap of ‘stuff’ from the old cupboards, and have been finding new

homes for everything for days, but finally I have time to sit and write.

Although the winter season is necessarily quiet, I do have a number of interesting reports and articles for

you this quarter, plus more info on forthcoming local, national (the AGM weekend) and international

(Norway, Germany and Spain) events, and I continue my serialised review of past bikes. I’m also aware

of meetings that have taken place for which I have no reports, no photos, nada, zilch! If nobody sends

me anything then I can’t report it, and you won’t get your 15 minutes of fame, just sayin’...

Can I ask any of you willing to put pen to paper for ANY reason to submit your writings? Articles can be

any length (I’ll serialise long ones) and on anything at all likely to be of interest to our members –

anything motorcycle related of course, but given the club demographic also anything relating to age or

health would be acceptable, or indeed anything else likely to appeal to a bunch of old fogies who should

know better.

Keep the shiny side up!

Ba

*****************************************
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Committee Stuff

Here are your current Committee members:

To clarify the VP roles, Alan runs the Facebook page and Peter is our international liaison man. We’re

not on the committee but former President Barry Boggild still runs the website/forum for the club, and I

produce the Shining On quarterly newsletter.

The AGM is coming up in May (see below) and this is your chance to nominate yourself or a friend for

possible election. Some have served as committee members for a number of years and the committee

would very much welcome some new blood with new ideas. If you think you have what it takes - or know

someone who has - now’s your chance. Ba.

2023 call for UCGB committee membership nominations (Martin)

It's that time of year when thoughts go to better weather, more riding and socialising.  However, please

also put some thought into how you can inject fresh ideas and address new challenges within the club.

One way to do this is to refresh the Committee membership and structure, bringing the benefits of

turnover.

If you are considering being part of the Committee, or would like to propose someone else you think

would do well, please follow-through on that thought now and make a nomination, for any role of interest.

Current roles include President, Treasurer, Secretary, International Liaison, and IT.  However, additional

support roles can also be considered. For example if you think the club needs a Northern area manager

(you), then suggest it.

Voting and confirmation of the new Committee will be held at the May AGM. Please make your

nomination as an email to me as current club Secretary.  Further calls will be made on the Forum and on

Facebook as we get closer to our May AGM. In any case nominations must be received by the

Secretary a minimum of 7 days prior to the AGM.

Thanks on behalf of the UCGB committee

Martin Lockleymc@aol.com

*****************************************
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Regular UK Local Meetings

The place to announce these is generally the Forum and/or Facebook, but please do remember to tell

me, and send me meeting reports afterwards, with photos (via barrycroft@yahoo.co.uk)

Northern – generally meeting in or near the Peak District or Yorkshire

Two Wednesdays a month there’s a meet somewhere for lunch. The venue changes but there is usually

somebody there for this long-established meet-up, generally at 12 noon.

North Western

● Second Sunday of the month: Venue varies but usually in or near Lancashire. Check the Forum

for details.

Midlands – usually north of the M4 up to Birmingham

● Last Wednesday of the month: Venue varies but there is a tendency to meet up at airfields.

Crickley Hill in the Cotswolds is also popular when it’s warm and sunny. The Touchdown Café at

Wellesbourne Airfield seems to be the popular default option. Nick likes this area too so again

watch the Forum for the latest.

Southern - usually within a few miles N or S of the M4, between London and Bristol

(This region is rather long and thin, and although notably Nick and Alan arrange meetings we’re looking

for someone living at the eastern end (Kent, Sussex, Surrey etc) to take a lead in organising eastern half

meetings, while I or others could take the lead at the western end. Those near the middle have the best

of both worlds at the moment and also enjoy meeting the overlapping Midlands folk, but we have Cornish

and Kent members at either end who are often currently overlooked. Ba)

● Third Sunday of the month: In summer we often meet for lunch at Compton Abbas airfield, sat

high in the hills just south of Shaftesbury. This is now under new ownership and we wait to see if

the sit-down restaurant and outer snack bar and picnic area will still be there…

● Nick Clamp and Alan Hilton are also prone to announcing weekend visits to various places in the

mid south or south midlands at short notice, so watch the Forum!

● If all goes well then I should again be able to organise more SWesterly meetings.

● We are always on the lookout for new places to meet across the south so suggestions welcome.

(If there isn’t a regular or even an irregular meeting near you why not start one? Pick a place and time

you plan to be somewhere and simply post it on the Forum and/or our Facebook page, someone else will

usually turn up. If any of the above are wrong or need updating please let me know. Ba)

*****************************************
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National and International Meetings

The UK AGM, 13-14th May, Tiverton, Devon

Best Western Tiverton, Blundells Road, Tiverton,

Devon, EX16 4DB, Tel: +44 (0) 1884 256120

A group deal has been struck with the Best

Western for dinner, bed and breakfast for up to 3

nights, so most people will want to head down to

the SW on the Friday so they can join rides on

Saturday morning. It seems many have already

decided to make it a full weekend and checkout on

the Monday.

Dinner, Bed & Breakfast for two people sharing a

double or twin room is £135 per night, DB & B for

one person in a room is £92 per night. for the night

of Sunday 14th May there’s a small reduction to £85 single and £120 double per night. Parking is free

and reasonably private.

To book rooms please phone +44 (0) 1884

256120 & ask for the Tiverton booking

coordinators, Diana or Gabriel or via

groups@tivertonhotel.co.uk. Please quote

Ulysses2023AGM and request the agreed rates

when making the booking, and request a

confirmation email. Cancellation fees are

applicable as follows: up to 3 months before

FREE, 25% within one to three months of the

event, 100% within the last month.

The AGM itself will be on the Saturday night as

usual, followed by a grand dinner. Guided rides of varying distance and style are being prepared for

Exmoor on Saturday and Dartmoor on Sunday, and a list of local places worth visiting will also be
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provided for those who prefer to do their own thing.

Tiverton is well situated with Exmoor to the north

and Dartmoor to the south, easy runs to the

Somerset and N and S Devon coasts, and a great

many places of interest. Planned rides haven’t

been finalised but are now expected to focus on

Exmoor and the rocky N coast on the Saturday

(with a long and a short version), then Dartmoor

and Torbay for those staying on for the Sunday,

something like those shown.

Since there are only 3 or 4 members living in the

area and we need to run both the Saturday loops in

both directions to keep group sizes manageable,

I’m now looking for volunteers to help with

leading rides and/or acting as tail end charlies.

Ideally members near enough to be able to join me

in reconnoitring the routes in the weeks before the

meeting. If interested get in touch via the usual

channel: barrycroft@yahoo.co.uk

(Thanks to the folk who have already come forward offering to be back markers, much appreciated. I am

however still looking for folk willing to LEAD rides. Ba)

For folk who prefer to do their own thing here are a few ideas:

● Check out independently some of the places on the group tours. Tarr Steps was originally a

neolithic bridge, with lovely riverside walks and great cream teas. Wimbleball Lake is a tranquil

spot with it’s own mini-climate and a great cafe. Dunkery Beacon is the high point of Exmoor with

360 views extending from Cornwall to Wales and Gloucestershire. Lynmouth is a North

Devon-style rocky seaside town with a wide choice of eateries (and the best pasties outside

Cornwall), sea cliffs either side and a water-powered lift up to the unique dry Valley of the Rocks.

I don’t know Dartmoor so well but you may want to check out Hay Tor or Princetown.

● Tiverton itself has many attractions, including the Museum of Mid Devon Life, the beautiful (inside

and out) National Trust property Knightshayes Court, the Grand Western Canal (which has a

great cafe), Tiverton Castle, Wellhayes vineyard, St Peter’s church, West Pitt farm fishery, and

last but not least Tiverton Pannier Market which is on the Saturday.

● For shopaholics I’m told Exeter is great, but I can’t tell you much more than that, except that the

‘shops’ include at least 3 great motorcycle dealers, the best to visit being Bridge Motorcycles,

who sell all makes and lots of clothing and goodies, and has a nice little cafe.

● The S Devon seaside is close by and offers a huge choice, from bustling Torquay to 60s-style

Paignton to pretty fishing town Brixham, or to small cosy places like Sidmouth and Seaton, or on

into Dorset to the justly famous but always heaving Lyme Regis - or perhaps fossil-hunting in

Charmouth is your thing.

● One very pleasant day out involves taking the steam train from Torquay along the coast to

Dartmouth (stopping off at Agatha Christie’s en route if you like), lunch by beautiful Dartmouth

harbour, then the river boat up the Dart (where The African Queen was filmed) to Totnes for a

coffee, then take an open-topped bus through rolling hills back to the start. Or go the other way!

You’ll need to pre-book, see: https://www.dartmouthrailriver.co.uk/tickets/round-robin

● Plymouth isn’t far, and a visit to the Hoe is compulsory, or a walk out to the lighthouse.

● If it's on your bucket list then Land’s End is even within reach, although it’s a 300 mile round trip

so a long day out.
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I’m not getting involved in the Monday runs, either local or homewards, but I’m happy to help with ideas if

you ask. For folk with time heading north I highly recommend getting off the M5 at Bristol and riding up

the Wye valley and up through the Welsh borders. Folk heading east might want to cling to the coast

road and check out Sidmouth, Lyme Regis, West Bay etc.

Pete is now ready to take orders for AGM merchandise - see the final page of this newsletter for an

order form and instructions for ordering. Deadline for orders: Friday 14th April.

For complete details and to join the event discussion list see:
https://ulyssesclubgb.org/forums/forum/members-only/2023-agm-weekend-12th-14th-may-tiverton-devon/

******************************************

22/23-26th June 2023: International Gathering, Norway

https://solvgarden.no/

This is now confirmed thanks to Norwegian

President Knut Sveen and will be held in and

around the mountains and fjords surrounding

Solvgarden (Silver Garden - and there is a

silversmiths there) near Rysstad in the mid

south. It will follow the usual international

format of a weekend of organised rides with

full board. The earmarked hotel and central

point for rides out will be the Solvgarden Hotel.

This is in a beautiful valley about a 2h ride

from Kristiansand.

Traditionally getting to Norway from the UK

was a long haul requiring a ferry to Holland

then riding via Belgium, Germany and

Denmark then another ferry to Kristiansand.

This will appeal to those who haven’t visited Denmark which is beautiful. Knut recommends the Color

Lines ferry from Hirsthals in Denmark, see https://www.colorline.com

A new ferry between Holland and Norway has commenced sailing, see https://hollandnorwaylines.com/.

This is an overnighter that sails 3 times a week between Eemshaven and Kristiansand, and the timings

dovetail nicely with ferry times between Holland and the UK. This could save those who wish to use it

several days and quite a lot of money, petrol and rubber. The disadvantage is that it only runs thrice

weekly so you’d need to arrive at

Solvgarden on the Thursday, but

the hotel has confirmed they will

still do the special rate, so

myself and others are taking this

route. Groups are discussing

both ways from the UK (see the

Forum link below) so it’s your

choice.

If you prefer you can fly to

Norway and hire a bike. If this is

of interest connect Knut directly

via knut_sveen@hotmail.com
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The Hotel has single rooms, double rooms, family rooms and motel rooms. Double room: 690 NOK per

person per night (~£60 per person; £120 for two), Single room: 1045 NOK per night (£90), Junior suite:

750 NOK per person per night (£65), Tower suite: 980 NOK per person per night (£85), Breakfast is

included. Dinner and packed lunches for the total stay: an additional 1895 NOK (£165). If you prefer they

also offer 1- and 2-bedroom cabins sleeping up to 6 (friendly) persons, see the Forum for full details.

Knut is counting up and finalising numbers as we speak but if you move very fast you can probably still

book.

Use this email address to book your Room

or Cabin: torfinn@solvgarden.no and please

include this reference in your email:

UCN2023

The hotel is situated in a beautiful valley

surrounded by higher valleys and impressive

mountains, and stuffed with great motorcycle

roads. It’s part of a bigger leisure resort so

even if you don’t want to ride there’s plenty

to see and do. The valley itself and the ride

to it offer gentle roads, with an alpine flavour

but very do-able, although I’m sure Knut will

also offer some tougher routes for those

willing to rise to the challenge!

There are some brave souls discussing a

possible apres trip to North Cape to see the midnight sun, which is a major once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

It would take another 6-7 days, a pile of money, and the round trip is over 5,000km, so before he

organises anything Knut needs to hear whether you

are interested and what you would like to see. The

provisional plan is to hug the W coast to do the

fjords and cross the mountains, visiting Geiranger,

Trollstigen (the Troll’s Ladder, see pic above!), the

Atlantic Coast road (Atlanterhavsveien), pass the

Lofoten isles and stop for pictures at Saltfjellet on

the Arctic Circle. Then head south not via

Solvgarten but to Bergen then the ferry to Holland,

or by road a faster easier way through the Swedish

lowlands and via Oslo for the ferry to Denmark. I

believe there are also ferries operating up and down

the coast for those looking for an easier return.

Please join the discussion group below and let Knut

know if you want to go via knut_sveen@hotmail.com

There are already groups from Germany,

Switzerland and France going to Solvgarten and

we’ve passed the info on to our contacts in the

southern hemisphere, many of whom will not have

visited Norway or indeed anywhere like it. To my knowledge at least 4 Aussies are coming.

Full details of the meeting and an associated discussion group are now on the Forum here:

https://ulyssesclubgb.org/forums/forum/members-only/norway-2020/

*****************************************
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German International Meeting, Nistertal (Westerwald), Fri 11th - Mon 14th August 2023

A welcome from the German club President: ”We

have decided to organise a Summer meeting once

again, which will take place in the Westerwald, the

region on the right bank of the Rhine east of

Koblenz. Best regards, Hans-Hermann”

For newer UCGB members: the three-day German

club meetings have been a popular annual event

for many years, usually taking place at Whitsun.

The welcome we receive is exceptional. Most

UCGB members leave via Eurotunnel on

Thursday, overnight in Belgium then stay in

Germany for 3 nights. We overnight on the way

back on the Monday and return to UK on Tuesday.

Some members take the opportunity to extend the

trip, for example to include the Belgian GP the

following weekend. It is a good opportunity for touring newbies to ride abroad in experienced company.

ACCOMMODATION

1) Hotel Rückert, Erbacher Str. 8, 57647 Nistertal / Westerwald, THIS IS NOW FULL

Phone: 0049 2661 24244         Website: http://www.hotel-rueckert.de Email: info@hotel-rueckert.de

2) Gästehaus Cordula,  Rosengasse 4, 57647 Nistertal / Westerwald, THIS IS NOW FULL

Phone: +49 2661 2387  Website: http://www.gaestehaus-cordula.de Email info@gaestehaus-cordula.de

BOOKING

1. Participants should register individually at the hotel or guesthouse

2. Please be sure to give your address, state whether you would like to book 2 or 3 nights and be sure to

mention the key phrase “Ulysses Club“.

3. After booking at the hotel, please fill in the Registration Form (see the Forum for a link) and send to

hans-hermann@ulysses-club.de so that the club can keep track of the number of participants.

4. Please also use this email address for any enquiries in case of problems with the booking.

In the expectation of a nice event and hoping for favourable weather, I send my best regards to you,

Hans-Hermann Bohrer,

President Ulysses-Club Germany

Mobile: +49 160 9708 2719

POST SCRIPT

This was announced on the Forum in January and hotel places filled up fast. Hans-Hermann is aware

and sends the following note:

Hotel Zur Post in Nisteral does not seem a good choice from its ratings on Google, so I would not dare to

send Ulysseans there. That means you have to look for rooms outside Nistertal, but nearby.

The town of Bad Marienberg, which is about five miles east from Nistertal, has some reasonable hotels:

1. Westerwälder Hof http://www.hotel-westerwaelder-hof.de

2. Landhotel Kristall https://www.landhotel-kristall.de
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3. Steig-Alm Hotel & Restaurant https://steig-alm.de

About six miles north-west of Nistertal lies the town of Hachenburg:

1. Hotel Friedrich https://www.hotel-friedrich.de

2. Landgasthaus Hormann http://www.landgasthaus-hormann.de

I’m quite optimistic that we shall find reasonable accommodations for all our guests. Please inform me

when you found a room by sending me back the feedback form. Hans-Hermann.

For the latest developments, to chat to others, and for the link to the feedback form see:

https://ulyssesclubgb.org/forums/topic/ulysses-club-germany-summer-meeting-11-14-august-2023/

*****************************************

Northern Spain and Los Picos de Europa, 15-26th(ish) September 2023

The Ulysses Club GB trip to Los Picos de Europa is becoming a must-do annual event (see Alan’s 2022

report below), and is to be re-run in September 2023. As before, we shall sail from GB on Brittany

Ferries services to Santander, Spain, from where it is about a 50 minute ride to the Hotel la Palma de

Llanes, where we shall be staying for a week of fun in the sun.

To get there, participants will have a choice of two departure points in the UK: Portsmouth or Plymouth.

If leaving from Portsmouth, your departure date/time would be Friday 15th Sept. at 2130, arriving on

Sunday 17th Sept. at 0800 (two nights at sea). The return date/time would be Sunday 24th Sept. at

1400, arriving on Monday 25th Sept. at 1730 (one night at sea). This is the more expensive option but

you do get a mini cruise (with entertainment) on a newer greener boat for your money.

If leaving from Plymouth, your departure date/time would be Sunday 17th Sept. at 1645, arriving on

Monday 18th Sept. at 1500. (one night at sea). The return date/time would be Monday 25th Sept. at
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1800, arriving Tuesday 26th Sept. at 1530 (one night at sea). This is a bit cheaper and quicker but relies

on the ancient and unreliable Pont Aven. All times shown above are local times.

As you can see, the people travelling from Plymouth will arrive about 1½ days after the Portsmouth

group, but will be leaving a day later, so there will still be five full days of overlap for the two groups. Or

you can mix and match outgoing and inbound ports to suit yourself.

Useful links:

Hotel – https://tinyurl.com/mttesnm5 (via Booking.com)

Ferry – https://www.brittany-ferries.co.uk

When booking the ferry service, please feel free to use Club Voyage code S01LN6 (S zero one LN six)

to receive a discount. Pete Bull is a Brittany Ferries Club Voyage member and his code enables friends

to use this member number to obtain a 10% discount off ticket costs (not on the cabin or food). In return

Pete gets a £10 voucher for each friend who books on his number.

*****************************************

Meeting Reports

Los Picos de Europa, Northern Spain, September 2022 (Alan Hilton)

The end-of-summer Los Picos de Europa 2022

adventure began with an overnight stay in

Torquay, where I met up with Martin Lockley. Our

sailing from Plymouth to Santander was

scheduled for late afternoon the following day,

which meant we would be able to use part of that

day to assess Devon as a viable setting for our

2023 Ulysses AGM. Before that, we had the

opportunity for a pint or two at our own hotel

before having dinner at another hotel. After a

somewhat merry evening, we called it a night.

The next day, we had a bit of a ride around Dartmoor, stopping at the Powdermills Cafe on Dartmoor for

refreshments (Devonshire Cream Teas available), and then made our way to Plymouth to meet Richard,

Sharon, and Joe Tray outside a motorcycle dealership, from which we all proceeded to the Brittany

Ferries departure point.

The route from Plymouth to Santander is very popular with motorcyclists, and on our ferry there were

probably around 200 bikes on board, each having to be lashed down by the crew, who performed their

task tirelessly. After leaving the vehicle deck, we had to face the usual ferry ordeal of finding our

respective cabins. After a shower, change of clothes and a half hour snooze, it was beer o'clock, and I

knew where I had to go to find my travelling companions. Fortunately, the voyage across the fickle Bay of

Biscay was uneventful, and after our overnight crossing we were able to disembark in good time to make

the onward journey to the Hotel La Palma de Llanes in the late afternoon sun.
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The Hotel was a very pleasant surprise - very

clean and modern and with helpful staff. My room

was large and comfortable, with a balcony of sorts.

Our normal evening agenda would be to meet in

the bar at around 6pm for a couple of beers, and

then head into town on foot. The walk into town

would take about 20 minutes and was all downhill,

meaning of course that the return journey following

dinner and beverages would be all uphill, and

would take more like half an hour! But we

managed it. I think that walk was a good thing. In

the town of Llanes there is a wide choice of places to eat, with many offering a small cider as an aperitif.

Each of us took a turn in choosing the restaurant for the evening, which worked well and added variety.

One evening we separated into two groups. Richard and Sharon went on their own to a restaurant in the

middle of town while Martin, Joe and myself found a different place, not far from the waterfront. The

menu was all in Spanish, and little help was available to assist with the translation. I generally enjoy fish

as a main course in places like Spain, but on this

occasion my choice turned out to be Cuttlefish. It

was a curious, racetrack-shaped fish, with an

appendage which resembled a human hand. I

have since come to realise that this was possibly

the creature's head! I didn't like the look of it, so I

cut it off and gave it to Martin. A somewhat

rubbery fish, and not a choice which I intend to

repeat. Needless to say, the evening is etched in

memory as "Cuttlefish Night".
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And so to the rides. We were lucky in that the first four days provided unbroken sunshine and a daytime

temperature of around 23 celsius. The last two days were a little changeable, but not too bad. Martin had

come on his new Yamaha Tenere 700. Richard and Sharon had come on their own Tenere 700, almost

identical to Martin's. Joe came on his BMW F750GS, and I turned up on my Kawasaki Ninja 1000 SX.

Martin or Richard led most of the rides, Joe would usually be in second place, and I was Billy

Back-Marker. The mountain roads were stunning.

For the return journey to Plymouth, there were

more bikes on our ferry than on the way over. For

a brief moment the Ulysses presence on the

quayside at Santander was augmented by the

arrival of Peter and Ilze Bull in their black Mazda

sports car, having disembarked the ferry which we

were about to board. We managed a wave. It was

nice while it lasted.

All in all it was an excellent trip, free from

mechanical trauma, and the weather, well, it was

kind to begin with, but with showery conditions on the last two days.

The ferry back ran late, which meant that it was

getting dark as we arrived at passport control in

Plymouth, and was completely dark and raining by

the time we got through. Sharon and Richard

headed back to their home in nearby Bodmin, Joe

had to ride all the way back to Swindon in

darkness, and Martin and I decided upon an

overnight stop at the Best Western Hotel in

Tiverton. We got separated at Passport Control

and had to travel to Tiverton separately. Just when

I needed it most, my satnav began acting up,

switching itself off. (This was caused by a poor

connection - dirty electrical contacts in the satnav

cradle. A thorough cleaning of the contacts after

getting home using WD40 and an electric

toothbrush fixed the problem). I ended up arriving

at Tiverton shortly before 9pm, where Martin was waiting for me. I was only just in time to order dinner,

and the menu choice was limited, so burger and chips it had to be - which goes well with Guinness and

Chardonnay, but oh the calories...  After much discussion that night and then later, it was decided that

the hotel could be a suitable candidate for our 2023 AGM. And so it came to pass!

*****************************************
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End of Season Gathering, Shap Wells Hotel, Cumbria, 25-27th November 2022

(Simon Marsh)

The Ulysses Club has stayed at the Shap Wells

Hotel previously and although the hotel could be

described as ‘quirky’ it provides a suitable location

and accommodation for us and easy access to the

Lake District and Yorkshire Dales.

After some confusion in the booking of rooms

during the lead up to the weekend I am pleased to

say it all worked out and everybody got the correct

accommodation. It was also noted that some

members had travelled considerable distances for

the weekend which was appreciated and

contributed to its success. It was great to meet up

with some new members there: Clive, Charles,

Martin and Wendy, and hopefully we shall all get

together at future meets including the AGM at

Tiverton (see above, details on the forum).

Saturday and Sunday

There was a mixture of bikes (7) and cars due to

the distinctly autumnal time of year and likely

weather, so it was a very individual choice of

activity for both days. The South Lakes Motor

Museum was chosen as one popular destination

for some. For the real bikers(!) there were the

options of Saturday and Sunday ride outs. The

Saturday route included Appleby, Hartside Summit

(580m), Alston, Bowlees Visitors Centre, Middleton

in Teesdale, Brough and Kirkby Stephen. The

weather forecast had not been the best but the

ride remained dry with some sunshine for the five
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bikes and six of us. The phrase “the sun shines on the righteous” was used, until it was pointed out it

also “shines on the sinners” nuff said! The roads had very little traffic which enabled good progress to be

maintained throughout and we were able to use some of the bikes’ performance.

On Sunday the ride included Pooley Bridge, Ullswater, Keswick, Newlands Pass to Buttermere, and

Sykes café. Then on to the Honister pass, Derwent water, Keswick, Thirlmere, Ambleside, Kirkstone

pass back to Ullswater. There were three bikes with riders and one pillion for this ride. Some of the roads

resembled rivers and some sections were flooded

but all got through without incident.

After dinner entertainment and charity fundraising

on Saturday evening included a raffle. The raffle

proved a good success with a lot of prizes

donated, plus a slight twist in the proceedings!

The prize was identified first and then the draw for

it was made, which meant that at least those

drawn later in the proceedings didn’t end up with

‘what’s left?’. There was also an auction - Martin

did his usual hard sell on the items kindly donated

by members and despite not having the famous

shooting-stick (featured at previous auctions) to

pass on, generated a substantial sum from the

bids. Finally we held a quiz - 30 questions, loosely

based on general knowledge, and nine teams of

two took part. I’m pleased to say after reviewing

the answer sheets every question was answered
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correctly by at least one team, which means as a group we are geniuses. Unfortunately, as teams of two

a little less so! The winners were Charles and Nick by just one point, a close-run thing. I am, however, a

little concerned about one team who answered the question: what book starts with “Last night I dreamt I

went to Manderley again…..”? (Rebecca, by Daphne Du Maurier) with Fifty Shades of Grey!

Everyone was most generous in their donations and purchases of raffle tickets, quiz sheets

and auctioned items, and I am very pleased to say we raised £245 for this year’s Club-nominated

Dementia charity. Brilliant!

I hope everyone enjoyed getting together and the weekend. Cheers, Simon.

If you do want to complete a 20-page, 100 question, miserable-to-smiley-face feedback form let me know

and I will make one up! But seriously, if you have any suggestions and/or ideas for suitable activities,

locations and accommodation please have a chat with any member of the committee or post it on the

Ulysses club forum. Thanks.

*****************************************

Member’s Articles

‘A Trip of a Lifetime’, touring New Zealand, October 2022 (Brian Eccles)

Finally, here we are, it's Tuesday evening on the 25th October and we are finally packed and ready to fly

out from Manchester tomorrow to New Zealand, for a 6-week holiday that includes an eight-day

motorcycle trip from Christchurch to Auckland, a further three weeks touring New Zealand in a car, then

an eight-day trip to Brisbane and Sydney, before flying home on Saturday 3rd December. We had

originally planned and booked to do the trip in November 2020 but unfortunately Covid had other ideas.

After four postponements and crossed fingers we are finally off tomorrow!

Friday 28th October – After a 26-hour flight we

arrived at our hotel in Christchurch at 1.30pm and

now have two days to sightsee and relax before we

collect the Harley Davidson Street Glide on

Monday morning. After unpacking and a quick

shower we got the bus into Christchurch and had a

couple of beers and an evening meal in a

restaurant overlooking the Avon River.

Saturday 29th October – A trip on the gondola up

to Mount Cavendish and an afternoon of

sightseeing on the tram in Christchurch is

interrupted by a call from Ali at the bike hire

company to say that the Harley Street Glide
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allocated to us was involved in an accident yesterday,

Friday, and is a ‘write off’ Not exactly what you want to

hear just a couple of days before setting off! However, a

replacement bike is being sourced but it won’t be

available until around 10.00am on Monday rather than the

agreed collection time of 9.00am so could we come a little

later?

Sunday 30th October - Another day in Christchurch

followed by a trip to Lyttleton to see the harbour where the

Nimrod expedition to the Antarctic in 1907 lead by Ernest

Shackleton, and also the Terra Nova expedition in 1910

lead by Robert Scott, departed from.

Monday 31st October – Arrived at 10am to

collect the Street Glide only to be told that it

would be around noon before the bike

arrived, and that we had time to have a

wander and get a coffee! Finally, around

12.30pm the bike arrived and we were very

surprised and apprehensive to see it was a

brand new Harley Davidson Street Glide

with only 10 kms on the clock! Never having ridden

a brand-new bike of any description we quickly

loaded up and prepared to set off but,

unfortunately, I stalled it, with everyone looking on

- but once we got going things improved! We set

off from Christchurch, travelling up the east coast

via Kaikoura. We arrived at Kaikoura for our first

overnight stop a little later than originally thought

but intact and with no further issues, and fantastic

views!

Tuesday 1st November – An early start as we

were booked on the lunchtime ferry from Picton,

but plenty of time to stop and see the seals

basking in the sun at Ohau Point on the way. We

took the ferry from Picton to Wellington. After a

good ferry crossing, we arrived in a wet and very

windy Wellington (it’s famous for wind, Ba). Good

job our hotel was only 5 minutes from the port!
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Wednesday 2nd November – A day in Wellington which, due to the wind and heavy rain, was mainly

spent in the Te Papa Museum of New Zealand. (these figures are huge, 3 or 4 times larger than life, Ba)

Thursday 3rd November – The forecast for

today was horrendous but the heavy rain

stopped around 10am so we loaded the

Street Glide and set off to Napier. Although

cloudy and damp as we left Wellington we

were lucky - the waterproofs stayed in the

panniers, and the weather started to improve

and the roads dried out. The views and

scenery through the Tararua Forest Park

(sometimes above the cloud) were fantastic

and by mid-afternoon we had arrived in a

very sunny and warm Napier, and a motel

room with fantastic views over Hawke Bay.

So, after a nice cuppa and to Val’s delight a

soak in the Spa bath (photo published with Val’s permission - thank you! Ba) we headed off to do some

sightseeing and get something to eat.

Friday 4th November - A ride inland today to

Rotorua via Taupo and Huka Falls.

Saturday 5th November – A day of sightseeing in

Rotorua which included a visit to the Government

Gardens,watching croquet on the lawn, a walk to

the thermal pools in Kuirau Park, and the tree walks in the Redwood Whakarewarewa Forest, followed

by a Māori evening experience where Val met her perfect man!

Sunday 6th November – Packing up and back on the road via Touranga to Whitianga, a dull day but

more great roads and scenery, via a ‘Bikers’ café (though not the busiest)?

Monday 7th November – Last full day of riding today, around the famous Coromandel Peninsula, with

more great roads and views.
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Tuesday 8th November – Half day

ride back to Auckland to drop the bike

off, we were both sorry that this was

the end of the ride and quite

appropriate that we stopped off at the

‘Bugger Café’ as our last coffee stop!

(I’m biting my tongue to stop making

“tractor” jokes, Ba)

Although that was the end of our

motorcycle trip, after a day spent

sightseeing in Auckland and a couple

or more high altitude beers we hired a

‘very sexy’ grey Toyota Rav4 to travel

down the west coast via Hamilton,

Otohanga, New Plymouth and

Wellington, and onto the west Coast

of the South Island travelling through

Motueka, Punakaki, Fox Glacier,

Mount Aspiring National Park. Queenstown,

Milford Sound and Mount Cook before getting

back into Christchurch. On the way to Milford

Sound we took a ‘small’ diversion - to Invercargill,

to visit the Burt Munro Museum Fastest Indian

display at E C Hayes,  followed by a visit to

Motorcycle Mecca and the Bill Richardson

Transport World - then back to Christchurch. On the way back we stumbled across the Winton ‘Open

Day’ which included a Classic car display. On the way from Milford Sound to Mount Cook in need for a

comfort break and a coffee we stopped off at the Highland Motorsport Museum Race track near

Queenstown which has ‘Loos with Views’ and very strange but familiar looking urinals!

THE END. Or is it? With so many roads still to ride on both islands including north of Auckland maybe

there’ll be a ‘Trip of a Lifetime’ Part 2. So, watch this space!
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(As I write another group of UCGB members are just back from a similar tour of NZ, so perhaps we’ll get

their slant on NZ in the next issue. Having been lucky enough to tour there myself for 5 weeks in 2020 all

I can add is DO IT, of all the places I’ve travelled it’s the one I want to go back to most. Ba)

*****************************************

Up Mexico Way, December 2022 (Pete Bull)

On the morning of Sunday 21 December 2022 we filled up at the local Pemex station to meet the twins Arturo and

Antonio who regularly drag our friend (another Pete) along scary off-road Mexican tracks and down gorges at

weekends. You would think that someone of his age and experience should know better… Anyway, blessed with a

hernia as my medical surprise of the year, I suggested a road ride might make more sense than falling off in a

gorge scramble. Arturo was keen to try an “interesting“ road from the mountain town of San Joaquin to the

“Machine House” - part of a huge hydroelectric project on the remote Rio Moctezuma river. Pete rode his ageing

BMW F650 and I was on his Honda 400 Falcon, a delightful bike that reminded me of the Honda Transalp – a light,

do-it-all machine that would manage off-road trails and Mexican cobbles but still buzz along at a reasonable speed

on the highway. I believe that Falcons are made in Brazil for the Latin American market. So, two sensible steeds for

sensible septuagenarians with comfy seats to match.

The twins however had more power available – Arturo with a BMW 850GS and Antonio with a KTM 890 Adventure

– both very sprightly as we were soon to find.

Starting across the semi-desert floor with a slight chill in the air – it might only 20 degrees North with a high, hot

winter sun,  but it is at 1900 metres (6200 feet) – we rode for about 30 miles until the turn off for San Joaquin.

Then the fun started. The twins were soon out of sight as Pete and I got into the rhythm of negotiating bend after

bend after bend as we climbed into the hills. Right handers proved trickier as they were often wrapped around the

bottom of a cliff and would keep tightening just as a timber lorry would be coming the other way right on the

centre line. Luckily the mountain roads were in good condition with decent cambers which gave more time to look

out for dogs, donkeys and the infamous topes -  the (usually) unannounced speed bumps across the road in built

up areas.
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Before long we were at the town of San Joaquin up at 2400 metres

(7800 feet) and, instead of a what would have been a welcome coffee

stop, the twins raced off down the Machine House road. In the next

50 minutes and 20 miles we dropped 1650 metres (5400 feet, which

is over a mile!) as we headed for the river gorge. The views were

stunning, if you were brave enough to look. As expected the

temperature rose significantly and the vegetation in the lower valleys

became lusher. The continual steep gradient of the road was

incredible with regular warnings for vehicles to use low gears.

Eventually we entered a long tunnel that brought us into a huge

amphitheatre of mountains where a high viaduct crossed the

Moctezuma river.

After sandwiches and a play with Antonio’s drone, we decided to have a look at the hydroelectric project but the

guards with their machine guns put us off a bit. So we decided to return home – through the tunnel and back up

the steep road we had just come down. The mile-high climb back to San Joaquin was probably more fun on the

way up and the uphill bends less buttock-clenching. The barking dog that went for me as we passed through a

small settlement became a victim of Pete’s new metal foot pegs as we later discovered a small lump of Mexican

dog flesh on his right hand peg – something that attracted the attention of more local pooches when we later

stopped for a drink!

Once out of the mountains we headed for the highway and a steady, flat ride back to Tequisquiapan, forgetting

that back “down” at base we were still up at an altitude of 1900 metres! Following the trip Arturo and I had great

fun helping Pete buy a new Royal Enfield Himalayan, a bike well-suited for the huge range of trails and tracks that

this fascinating part of Mexico has to offer.

Twoshedspete

*****************************************
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Ba’s Bikes

We’re hearing the serialised tale from our editor Barry Croft of the numerous old wrecks “classics” he’s

owned during his many many revolutions around our Sun, drawn from his ever-expanding CV (Cycle

Vitae).  Last issue we read about his “lean phase” student years - an MZ 250, possibly the ugliest bike in

the world, then a Yamaha RS 200 - but now we start the better salaried years, and - despite now having

4 kids to feed and clothe - the slow climb up through better and better bikes….

In 1988 I graduated, and as you still could in

those days I walked straight into a good job.

So to celebrate I bought another bike I’d long

wanted to try – the only big 4-stroke street

single ‘thumper’ available from Japan in

those days - a Yamaha SR500. This was

Japan’s first nod to ‘the good old days’ of Brit

singles and they did it almost too well. Just

like those Brit bikes it was a cantankerous

back-firing s*d of a bike to kick-start (no

starter motor), dreadfully slow and heavy and

shook your fillings loose (no balance shaft).

But as the cringeworthy ad said, it was “for

the single-minded”, and that was me to a T -

so I loved it, and still miss it! It had

“character” and was actually ideal for the

thing I bought it for - commuting a few miles on country lanes to work. It proved to be not so great when

my dad got ill and I needed to ride all the way from Oxford to Brighton every weekend to visit him. It

hated motorways, leaked oil like my old C15, and was also very thirsty at 70mph. Nevertheless I kept this

as my second bike until about 1998 (10 years is still an unbeaten record for me).

In 1991, buoyed by the favourable

early road tests and desperate for a

better long-distance bike, I bought a

brand new Suzuki VX800 v-twin. The

roadster that is, not the VZ cruiser. This

was the result of a very logical

methodical rational scientific

consideration of all the things I liked

about earlier bikes (such as v-twin

torque and feel, shaft drive simplicity,

Japanese lights and reliability etc). I

even had a spreadsheet with all the

measurable pros and cons of a bike

tabulated and weighted. Well I was

now a proper Harwell scientist after all,

I was even nicknamed Boff (the Boffin)

in those days!

Bad move though. I should have gone with a tad more ‘heart’ and less ‘head’. The pic is mine in touring

mode. Looking quite smart in metal-flake black, this proved to be an ill-handling as well as very bland,

soul-less and utterly boring machine. It also depreciated very fast and the exhaust rotted quickly so it

was hard to sell, although I did eventually get shot of it, at a heavy loss, in 1993. There wasn’t too much

wrong with it (apart from the strange handling: over-steer at low speeds, under- at high?), and as a long

distance tourer it was… ‘efficient’ and comfy. But it just didn’t light my fire. Or anyone else’s much either.

I think the biggest disappointment was that the ‘efficient’ Japanese designers had designed-out all that
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lovely v-twin vibration and feel AND made the exhaust way too quiet, so an engine that could have had

real character might as well have been a Honda four. If I’d been subconsciously looking for something

the opposite of the Yam then I’d definitely found it!

For those keeping count, the VX (“this bike’s a gas”?) was my 14th bike, so we’re nearly halfway. Next

issue: I come to my senses(?) and buy a proper red-blooded bike. Ba

*****************************************

This newsletter has been distributed electronically and can be viewed online or downloaded as you

prefer. Don’t print it unless you need to though (have you seen the price of printer ink)! Feel free to share

it, indeed please do tell all your friends about the club. Whether you’re notifying me of an upcoming

meeting or sending me a ride report, be sure to say precisely who organised it, when, and where. Always

post upcoming meetings to the Forum and/or the Facebook page as a priority  – this newsletter is only

quarterly, so if sending copy to me too then to be of use I need you to think at least 3 months ahead.

Send all questions and submissions to me at barrycroft@yahoo.co.uk please. The deadline for the

Summer issue is Friday 26th May for publication 1st June. Many thanks. Ba.

CONTINUE TO THE AGM MERCHANDISE ORDER FORM…
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Ulysses Club GB Annual Weekend
Tiverton: 12th–14th/15th May 2023

Special AGM Weekend

Embroidered Clothing

All garments are embroidered with the logo on the left breast and the

text in white.

Men’s / Unisex garments:
Chest sizes are as follows unless stated otherwise: S(35/37), M(38/40), L(41/43) XL(44/46), 2XL(47/49)

Short-sleeved Tee
(round neck)

£9.00

Colours: Black, Navy, Red

Extra chest sizes: 3XL (50-52), 4XL (55) in Black only

Long-sleeved Tee

£10.00

Colours: Black, Deep Navy, Red

Short-sleeved

V-neck fitted Tee

£9.00

(Please note: the V-tee shirts are fitted and quite snug)
Colours: Black, Navy, Red

Extra chest size: 3XL (50/52) also available

Short-sleeved Polo

£12.00

Colours: Black, Navy, Red

Extra chest sizes: 3XL; 4XL (55) & 5XL (58) in Black & Navy only

Round-neck Sweat

£15.00

Colours: Black, Navy, Red

Extra chest size: 3XL (50/52) also available

Women’s-fit garments:
Chest sizes are as follows unless stated otherwise: XS (8), S (10), M (12), L (14), XL (16)

Short-sleeved Tee
(round neck)

£9.00

Colours: Black, Deep Navy, Red

Short-sleeved Polo

£12.00
Colours: Black, Deep Navy, Red

Extra chest size: 2XL(18)

How to order

● DEADLINE: All orders to be received by Friday 14th April.

● TO ORDER: Send an email to twoshedspete@fastmail.co.uk titled “AGM merchandise” with your

requirements including the following details:

Your name + Type of garment + Colour + Size + Number required + Total Cost

● PAYMENT: Please do not send any payment at this stage. When I submit the bulk embroidery order I will

send you an email request for payment with the UCGB bank details. You can then choose to pay by bank

transfer or pay (by cash only) at the AGM.

● COLLECTION: This year all items are to be collected at the AGM weekend meeting (If you are unable to attend

the meeting for any reason we will post your merchandise)

● QUERIES? Please contact Pete Bull on twoshedspete@fastmail.co.uk
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